
Is Justice Dying in Canada?

…is a threat to Justice everywhere”.

Martin Luther King Jr.

“Injustice anywhere…

The untold story of:

For more information including contact

details for the four prisoners, their legal fund


donation links and also the contact info of

your MPs, MLAs and Justice Minister(s).

Visit our website 

• Why did the RCMP widely publicize the charges and alleged 
evidence against the accused on the EXACT day and close to the 
same hour as TRUDEAU enacted the Emergency Measures Act? 

• Is politics at play? This is would not be the first time TRUDEAU  
abused his position to politicize Canada's justice system.

• If politics is not at play, why have these four men been treated 
so unequally and much more harshly than repeat, violent 
criminals?

Spread the word to others, including on social media, calling for  
EQUAL treatment under Canada's Law.

Support these four men, with personal letters of support and/or 
*donations towards their legal funds (each one has their own 
administered GiveSendGo account).

Email, write and/or call your *MLA and *Alberta's Justice 
Minister, the Honorable Mickey Amery, requesting this matter 
of double standard or politicized justice be investigated, and 
respectfully insist to receive a response.

Ask your MLA and Premier Danielle Smith, upon the conclusion 
of the trial, or if charges are stayed/dropped, that the Province 
of Alberta launch an Independent Investigation to ascertain if 
there was political interference obstructing due process, and if 
so, where it originated and why was it allowed? Such 
investigation should include the RCMP and the federal and 
provincial judicial systems.

Remember, no actual act of violence took place at Coutts and 
none of these four men have a criminal record.

QUESTIONS THAT NEED ANSWERS

*Go to our website to find contact info

4justice.ca

Email, write and/or call your *MP and *Canada's Minister of 
Justice, the Honourable Arif Virani, requesting this matter of 
double standard or politicized justice be investigated, and 
respectfully insist to receive a response.

Email or call *Alberta Crown Prosecutions asking for ‘Crown 
consent to release until trial’.


